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Introduction We present a real-time, interactive system for the
geometric reconstruction, object-class segmentation and learning
of 3D scenes [Valentin et al. 2015]. Using our system, a user can
walk into a room wearing a depth camera and a virtual reality head-
set, and both densely reconstruct the 3D scene [Newcombe et al.
2011; Nießner et al. 2013; Prisacariu et al. 2014]) and interactively
segment the environment into object classes such as ‘chair’, ‘floor’
and ‘table’. The user interacts physically with the real-world scene,
touching objects and using voice commands to assign them appro-
priate labels. These user-generated labels are leveraged by an online
random forest-based machine learning algorithm, which is used to
predict labels for previously unseen parts of the scene. The pre-
dicted labels, together with those provided directly by the user, are
incorporated into a dense 3D conditional random field model, over
which we perform mean-field inference to filter out label inconsis-
tencies. The entire pipeline runs in real time, and the user stays
‘in the loop’ throughout the process, receiving immediate feedback
about the progress of the labelling and interacting with the scene as
necessary to refine the predicted segmentation.

Background In this demo, we present an interactive approach to
the exciting problem of real-time 3D scene segmentation, building
on a large body of recent work in geometric scene reconstruction
and scene understanding to showcase a system that can allow a user
to segment an entire room in a very short period of time. Since
we keep the user in the loop, our system can be used to produce
high-quality segmentations of a real-world environment. Such seg-
mentations have numerous uses, e.g. (i) we can use them to identify
walkable surfaces in an environment as part of the process of gener-
ating a navigation map that can provide routing support to people or
robots; (ii) we can use them to help partially-sighted people avoid
collisions by highlighting the obstacles in an environment; (iii) in a
computer vision setting, we can extract 3D models from them that
can be used to train object detectors.
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System Pipeline Our system is built on top of a dense 3D recon-
struction pipeline, allowing real-time fusion of noisy depth maps
into an implicit volumetric surface representation. Our system then
allows the user to walk up to any object of interest, simply touch
and ‘paint’ the physical surface, and vocally call out a new or ex-
isting object class name. Our method first cleanly segments any
touched object from its supporting or surrounding surfaces, using
a new volumetric inference technique based on an efficient mean-
field approximation. In the background, a new form of streaming
random forest is trained and updated as new object examples are
labelled by the user. The random forest can quickly infer the like-
lihood that any newly-observed voxel belongs to each object class.
The final stage of our pipeline estimates a spatially-consistent dense
labelling of the voxel reconstruction by again performing mean-
field inference over the voxel space, but now using the results from
the decision forest. This creates a system that can be used to rapidly
segment 3D scenes and learn from these labels in an online manner.
Furthermore, the user can quickly relabel parts of the scene as nec-
essary and see the improved results almost instantaneously as the
learned models are updated online.

Demo We have constructed a small desk environment to support
our demo. Visitors will be able to interactively segment this scene in
real time and visualise the results on a virtual reality headset. They
will specify labels using voice commands and touch interaction.
As shown in the supplementary video and demonstrated live at the
event, a reasonably-sized room can be reconstructed and labelled
in a matter of minutes, with high-quality results, and in a highly-
interactive manner. We will be making our framework open-source
after the conference so that others can build on our work.
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